Introduction to Teasdale

The heartbeat for healthcare equipment for over 40 years

Teasdale Healthcare Equipment have been providing specialist healthcare equipment solutions to both the NHS, private sector and international healthcare organisations for nearly half a century. Working alongside prominent healthcare professionals, Teasdale have designed and developed a range of products specific to the needs of patients and hospital professionals in the ever-changing healthcare environment.

All Teasdale products are designed and manufactured in the UK. We pride ourselves on quality and create every one of our products under our company ethos of “care in the detail”. We ensure that every single element of the manufacture and design is created with the very best quality materials, which are sourced exclusively from UK suppliers. Teasdale products are developed with quality and longevity in mind allowing hospitals to save money in the long term.

Teasdale products work to support healthcare professionals in their work to assist patient positioning and lessening the patient trauma during surgery. A variety of our products have been developed through bespoke requests by surgeons and healthcare professionals via our research and development team that have developed into stock products within our catalogue. At Teasdale we are always willing to listen to the requirements of healthcare professionals, working together to provide solutions to specific needs.

Market leaders in the design and development of pressure care solutions Teasdale Healthcare Equipment have led the way in ensuring patient care and recovery is at the forefront of our product development. Leading the way in pressure care solutions, Teasdale have developed a wide range of pressure relieving mattresses, positioning aids and gels.

The family owned, UK based, independent health care equipment manufacturer is still run by third generation Emma Teasdale who has been involved with the business from an early age working alongside her father Barry Teasdale since the early 80’s. Emma has worked in every part of the business from the ground up. Owner and Managing Director Emma is still very hands on working alongside her team of staff based out their Stockport offices.

Teasdale Healthcare Equipment are Investors in UK Manufacture, are BHTA, BSI and CE compliant and are environmentally responsible, committed to reducing our carbon footprint.

Teasdale Healthcare Equipment Ltd
Unit J, Goyt Mill
Upper Hibbert Lane
Marple
Stockport
SK6 7HX

T: 0161 480 5779
E: sales@teasdaleltd.co.uk
W: www.teasdalehealthcare.com
An extensive range of equipment and services for the healthcare industry
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Operating Theatre Mattresses

Operating Theatre Mattresses are manufactured from high resilience polyurethane interiors with an Anti Static Neoprene covering.

All materials used in manufacture are latex free and comply with all British and European standards.

- Manufactured to customer specification where necessary.
- Made to fit all table models.
- Can be made to any size and thickness.
- All mattresses are x-ray translucent.
- Visits from our Technical Sales Team are available for measuring your mattress.
- Theatre Audits are available on request.

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY:

- Pressure relieving ‘memory foam’ versions of our mattresses for medium to high risk patients, when ordering, please add PR after the code.
- Loose vapour permeable Dartex covers with welded seams - waterproof, easy to clean and multi-stretch - when ordering, please add DC after the code.

WE MANUFACTURE MODELS:

- Eschmann, Maquet, QA and others on request.
Operating Table Mattress (various)

QA RANGE
QA4 OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS

MR
UK OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS

T20
UK OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS

MAQUET ALPHA STAR
EUROPEAN OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS

OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS COVERS
MG/150 COMPLETE ALL MODELS
PLEASE STATE IF YOU REQUIRE A ONE PIECE OR 3 PIECE (3 PIECE CONSISTS OF A SEPARATE HEAD, TRUNK AND FOOT SECTION)
MG/151 HEAD SECTION ALL MODELS
MG/152 PERINEAL CUT-OUT OPTIONAL TRUNK SECTION ALL MODELS
MG/153 FOOT SECTION ALL MODELS
PLEASE STATE TABLE MODEL, SERIAL NUMBER AND IF PERINEAL CUT OUT IS REQUIRED.
Mentor Dynamic Operating Table Mattress & Pump
Patients are at particular risk from pressure ulcers during lengthy procedures and also during any surgery in which the patient's circulation is compromised, such as:

- Vascular.
- Cardiac.
- CPlastiC.
- All mattresses are x-ray translucent.
- Micro Surgery.

Using technology developed to prevent this problem in long term 'bed bound' patients, the Mentor Dynamic Operating Mattress uses a system of 'active' cells which deflate and inflate in sequence designed to provide the optimum preservation of circulation during surgery.

**DYNAMIC OPERATING TABLE AIR MATTRESS AND PUMP TT/163**

- Upper weight limit 41 stone 260kg.
- Minimum weight limit 3 stone 19kg.
- Welded seams.
- Range sizes to fit all beds.
- Category 3/4 Pressure Ulcers.
- Unique Static/Floatation Mode for use during micro surgery where absolutely no movement is required.
- Unique ‘double skinned’ DARTEX cover.
- 3/4 size also available.

**MENTOR DYNAMIC OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS COMPONENTS**

**DYNAMIC OPERATING MATTRESS - PUMP UNIT**

K00602  Front Label
K00603  Rear Label
K01866  PCB Assembly (2 Piece Set)
K01731  Compressor
K00572  End Cap Right Hand
K00573  End Cap Left Hand
A00035  Disc Assembly CW Connectors
K00583  Pump Bracket
K00584  Motor Bracket
K00604  Case Rear
K00721  Mains Lead
K00177  Brass Female Pump Connector
K00612  Brass Male Pump Connector
K00869  Brass Female Hose Connector
K00634  Brass Male Hose Connector
K01726  Mains Input Unit
K01203  PSU
K01733  Filter

**DYNAMIC OPERATING MATTRESS - MATTRESS**

DYN/FO/T  Foam Insert (top)
DYN/FO/B  Foam Insert (bottom)
DYN/COV  Mattress Cover
DYN/CELL  Cell

**TEASDALE SERVICES**

- Full Decontamination of mattress and pump
- PAT Test and Service of Pump
- Collection and delivery
- Loan Equipment
Operating Theatre Accessories

All Teasdale Metal Operating Table Accessories are manufactured ‘in house’ using high grade, non magnetic Stainless Steel with a greatly improved resistance to corrosion over other Stainless Steels and are designed to fit all table models.

- High quality Stainless Steel
- Designed to fit all table models
- No sharp flaking as with plating
- Replacement pads can be supplied separately
- Can be ‘custom’ made to meet your requirements
- Manufactured to all current required British and European standards

OPERATING TABLE SUPPORTS

All Teasdale Anti Static supports/accessories are manufactured from Polyurethane interiors with an Anti Static Neoprene covering. All materials used are Latex free and comply with all British and European standards.

- Manufactured to customer specification where necessary
- Manufactured to all current required British and European standards
- All materials are Latex free
- BSI registered firm to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485 and EMS 14001:2000
- CE marked

ALL ACCESSORY PADS COME WITH FULLY BONDED SEEMS FOR INFECTION CONTROL. NO STITCHING
Arm Supports

LARGE X-RAY ARM TABLE
TT/451L COMPLETE 27” (686mm) X 19” (483mm)
TL/135 PAD
TT/419 TELESCOPIC LEG

NARROW ARM TABLE
TT/450 COMPLETE 24” (610mm) X 8” (203mm)
TT/134 NARROW ARM TABLE PAD

ARM SUPPORT
TT/404 (CARTER BRAINE) COMPLETE
TT/131 ARM SUPPORT PAD

SQUARE ARM TABLE
TT/451 COMPLETE 17” (432mm) X 17” (432mm)
TT/135 SQUARE ARM TABLE PAD
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Optional Gel Covers Available
Body Supports

**SLFORD SEAT**
TT/418 COMPLETE (INCLUDING SEAT CLAMPS)

**LATERAL SUPPORT**
TT/403 (CURVED) COMPLETE LATERAL SUPPORT PAD
TT/128 LATERAL SUPPORT PAD

**SIDE RAILS**
TT/411 OPERATING TABLE SIDE RAIL COMPLETE
TT/411P ANTI STATIC SIDE RAIL PAD
MG/411 GEL SIDE RAIL PAD COVER
(TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANTI STATIC PAD)

**PATIENT RESTRAINT STRAPS**
TT/455 (PAIR) 4"WIDE, WITH CLAMPS (PLEASE STATE IF THIS ITEM IS TO FIT ON U.K. OR EUROPEAN ACCESSORY RAIL)
MG/455 GEL PATIENT RESTRAINT STRAP
GEL STRAP WITH WEBBING AND VELCRO

**WILSON FRAME**
TT/106 WILSON FRAME COMPLETE
TT/124 WILSON FRAME PADS
Buttock/Pelvic Supports

PELVIC SUPPORT
TT/400 COMPLETE
TT/127 PELVIC SUPPORT PAD

PELVIC SUPPORT (PUSHER)
TT/430 COMPLETE (INCLUDING CLAMP)

BUTTOCK SUPPORT
TT/401 COMPLETE
TT/127 BUTTOCK SUPPORT PAD

HIP PROP
TT/156 COMPLETE
TT/159 REPLACEMENT ANTISTATIC PADS
MG/158 REPLACEMENT GEL PADS

ILIAC SUPPORT
TT/412 COMPLETE (INCLUDING ROTARY TABLE CLAMP)
TT/413 ILIAC SUPPORT PADS (PAIR)
TT/408IC UK ROTARY ACCESSORY TABLE CLAMP FOR ILIAC CREST SUPPORT
TT/458IC EUROPEAN ROTARY ACCESSORY TABLE CLAMP FOR ILIAC CREST SUPPORT
TT/414 LATERAL SUPPORT (IN CONJUNCTION WITH ILIAC ONLY)
TT/415 LATERAL SUPPORT PAD

OPTIONAL GEL COVERS AVAILABLE
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Leg Supports

**ANAESTHETIC SCREEN**
- TT/407 COMPLETE
- TT/111 ANAESTHETIC SCREEN PAD

**KNEE CRUTCH SUPPORTS**
- TT/454 (PAIR) COMPLETE
- TT/113 KNEE CRUTCH SUPPORT PADS

**LITHOTOMY STIRRUPS**
- TT/409 LITHOTOMY STIRRUPS COMPLETE
- TT/108 LITHOTOMY STIRRUP PADS

**PERINEAL TRAY**
- TM/122

**OXFORD KNEE CRUTCH PAD**
- TT/107

**LITHOTOMY POLES**
- TT/410 CURVED (PAIR) COMPLETE

**LITHOTOMY POLES**
- TT/405 CRANKED (PAIR) COMPLETE
- TT/109 (PAIR) 18” (457mm) LONG
- TT/110 (PAIR) 22” (559mm) LONG
- TT/109 LITHOTOMY POLE STRAPS
- TW/184 (PAIR) Padded with ‘D’ Clip

**FOOT REST**
- TT/416 COMPLETE
- TT/417 FOOT REST PAD
Head Supports

**Pillow**
- TT/136 PILLOW

**Head Ring**
- TT/119 ADULT 8” (203mm) OD
- TT/120 CHILD 6” (152mm) OD

**Horse Shoe**
- TT/122 ADULT
- TT/123 CHILD

**Cardiff Head Stabiliser**
- TT/142 1.5” (38mm) THICK

**Rubens Head Support**
- TT/156 ADULT
- TT/157 CHILD

**Whitlock Head Rest**
- TT/155 (ADJUSTABLE)
Body Supports

**ESCHMANN SHOULDER SUPPORT PADS**
TT/159

**SACRAL REST**
TS/101 SACRAL REST

**LAMINECTOMY SUPPORT**
TT/188 (MONTREAL) ADULT
TT/190 (MONTREAL) CHILD

**WEDGE**
TT/114 12" (305mm) X 22" (559mm) X 5" (127mm) HIGH (CRAWFORD)
TT/114L 22" (559mm) X 20" (508mm) X 19" (483mm) HIGH (ANTI STATIC)

**ARM REST**
TT/132 GUTTER ARM REST COMPLETE
AA/007 PLASTIC ARM REST
39" (991mm) X 4" (102mm) X 0.5" (13mm)
TT/132P GUTTER ARM REST PAD TO FIT AA/007
TT/121 FLAT ARM REST PAD 22" (559mm) X 4" (102mm)
2" (51mm) OR 3" (76mm) THICK

**'D' PILLOW**
TT/115 12" (305mm) X 6" (152mm) X 3" (76mm) HIGH
TT/116 15" (381mm) X 6" (152mm) X 3" (76mm) HIGH
TT/117 19" (483mm) X 6" (152mm) X 3" (76mm) HIGH
TT/118 22" (559mm) X 6" (152mm) X 3" (76mm) HIGH
Arm/Leg/Foot Supports

'D' SHAPED ELBOW SUPPORT
TT/174 'D' SHAPED ELBOW SUPPORT COMPLETE
TT/175 'D' SHAPED PERSPEX BOARD
TT/176 'D' SHAPED ELBOW SUPPORT PAD

ALLEN LEG SUPPORTS
TT/108 HEEL PROTECTOR (PAIR)
SQ/102 (ANTI STATIC P.U.)

VARICOSE VEIN BOARD
TT/137 2" (51mm) THICK
TT/138 3" (76mm) THICK

HEEL REST TURRET
TT/125 DOUBLE (ONE PIECE)
TT/126 PAIR (TWO PIECE)

CHATNEY ABDUCTION WEDGE
TT/209A 16" (406mm) X 16" (406mm) X 6" (152mm)
TT/209B 20" (508mm) X 16" (406mm) X 6" (152mm)
TT/209S REPLACEMENT STRAPS (PAIR)

GENERAL PURPOSE PAD
TT/206 5" (127mm) X 5" (127mm) X 1" (25mm)
TT/207 7" (178mm) X 7" (178mm) X 1" (25mm)
TT/208 9" (229mm) X 9" (229mm) X 1" (25mm)
TT/208 11" (279mm) X 11" (279mm) X 1.5" (38mm)

SANDBAG
TT/143 SANDBAG SIZE: 10" X 10" (254mm X 254mm)
TT/145 SANDBAG SIZE: 16" X 10" (457mm X 254mm)
TT/151 SANDBAG SIZE: 12" X 3" DIA (305mm X 76mm)
TT/154 SANDBAG SIZE: 16" X 3" DIA (406mm X 76mm)
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE

BOTH SIZES AND REPLACEMENT STRAPS ARE AVAILABLE IN ANTI STATIC BLACK OR NON ANTI STATIC BLUE - PLEASE STATE REQUIREMENTS

SIZES ARE ONLY A GUIDE. PADS CAN BE MADE TO ANY SIZE/THICKNESS

PLEASE STATE REQUIREMENTS
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Accessory Clamps

Stille and Shearer clamps also available.

UK CLAMP
TT/453 ACCESSORY CLAMP END ON FLAT BAR

UK CLAMP
TT/452 ACCESSORY CLAMP END ON ROUND BAR

UK CLAMP
TT/408 ROTARY ACCESSORY CLAMP TOOTHED

EUROPEAN CLAMP
TT/456 ACCESSORY CLAMP END ON FLAT BAR

EUROPEAN CLAMP
TT/457 ACCESSORY CLAMP END ON ROUND BAR

EUROPEAN CLAMP
TT/458 ROTARY ACCESSORY CLAMP TOOTHED
Evacuated Bead Supports

- Inner lining prevents pump blockage/bead spillage
- New heavy duty lightweight materials
- Welded seams to prevent contamination
- Wipe clean waterproof outer
- Reusable fire resistant inner lining
- Repair service available
- Angled connector
- MRSA resistant cover (Log2)

**FULL BODY**
TB/001 A 73” (1854mm) X 26” (660mm)
TB/001 B 73” (1854mm) X 21” (533mm)

**HORSE SHOE HEAD REST**
TB/006 14” (356mm) X 14” (356mm)

**HEAD PILLOW**
TB/005 14” (356mm) X 16” (406mm)

**CHEST**
TB/002 A 31” (787mm) X 26” (660mm)
TB/002 B 31” (787mm) X 21” (533mm)

**FOOT SECTION**
TB/007 21” (533mm) X 21” (533mm)

TB/EV REPLACEMENT EVAC SHUT-OFF VALVE

- Evacuated Bead Supports can be manufactured to any shape, size or thickness - contact us for a quote.
- Repair and Rebead Service available (at cost).
Metal Work Furniture

All Surgeon Stools are manufactured from high grade Stainless Steel with a height adjustable spun Stainless Steel seat.

Available with Anti Static rubber feet or Anti Static twin wheel castors, backrest (optional).

Each stool is supplied complete with foot rest bar, Anti Static padded seat and backrest pads (where applicable).

Each seat pad is made from Latex free materials.

A high density Polyurethane foam interior with an Anti Static Neoprene rubber outer. An elasticated stretch skirt ensures a safe secure fit. Replacement seat and backrest pads are available separately.

- All cushions and pads are Latex free and fire resistant
- All stools are height adjustable
- High quality Stainless Steel
- Feet and twin wheel Castors are Anti Static
- Replacement seat and backrest pads are available separately
- Manufactured to all current required British & European standards
Surgeon Stools & Footstools/Steps

**SURGEON STOOLS**
- Height Adjustment Options
- Spin Seat (Standard)
- Gas Strut Adjustment
- Foot Operated Gas Strut

**STOOL TYPE AND CODE LISTING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>4 Leg</th>
<th>4 Castor</th>
<th>5 Leg</th>
<th>5 Castor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT/420</td>
<td>TT/421</td>
<td>TT/422</td>
<td>TT/423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT/420G</td>
<td>TT/421G</td>
<td>TT/422G</td>
<td>TT/423G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>TT/422FG</td>
<td>TT/423FG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SURGEON FOOT STOOL (SINGLE)**

- TM/119A 18" (457mm) X 12" (305mm) X 6" (152mm)
- TM/119B 30" (762mm) X 12" (305mm) X 6" (152mm)
- TM/119C 30" (762mm) X 12" (305mm) X 8" (203mm)

**SURGEONS SINGLE STEP**

- TM/119A 18" (457mm) 12" (305mm) X 6" (152mm)
- TM/119B 30" (762mm) X 12" (305mm) X 6" (152mm)
- TM/119C 30" (762mm) X 12" (305mm) X 8" (203mm)

**SURGEON STEP - TWO TIER**
- Size of Step is 18" X 12"
- TM/120A Aluminium Tread Plates
- TM/120B Rubber Tread Plates
Stools with Backrest & Surgeon Chair

SURGEON CHAIR
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT OPTIONS
SPIN SEAT (STANDARD)
GAS STRUT ADJUSTMENT
FOOT OPERATED GAS STRUT

STOOL TYPE AND CODE LISTING
SURGEON'S CHAIR 5 CASTOR WITH BACKREST & ARMS
TT/428
TT/428G
TT/428FG

SURGEON STOOLS WITH BACKREST
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT OPTIONS
SPIN SEAT (STANDARD)
GAS STRUT ADJUSTMENT
FOOT OPERATED GAS STRUT

STOOL TYPE AND CODE LISTING
4 LEG
5 LEG
5 CASTOR
TT/424
TT/426
TT/427
TT/424G
TT/426G
TT/427G
N/A
TT/426FG
TT/427FG
Accessories

REPLACEMENTS
REPLACEMENT SEAT AND BACKREST PADS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE. THE SIZES SHOWN ARE STANDARD, IF THE SIZES YOU REQUIRE ARE NOT LISTED WE CAN MANUFACTURE TO MEET YOUR PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS. PLEASE CONTACT 0161 480 5779 FOR ASSISTANCE.

PERSONALISE YOUR EQUIPMENT!
WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR SURGEON STOOLS FITTED WITH AN IDENTIFICATION RING®. CHOICE OF FOUR COLOURS (RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW OR COLOUR MADE TO ORDER), AND STAMPED WITH YOUR DEPARTMENT'S NAME I.E.“ITU”. PLEASE STATE COLOUR AND DEPARTMENT CODE WHEN ORDERING. TM/ID

ACCESSORIES
TT/202 REPLACEMENT STOOL COVER 13”(330mm) DIA
TT/203 REPLACEMENT STOOL COVER 12” (305mm) DIA
TT/204 REPLACEMENT STOOL COVER 16” (406mm) DIA
TT/208 REPLACEMENT BACKREST PAD 1” (25mm) THICK
TT/212 REPLACEMENT STOOL FEET - PLEASE STATE DIA OR FEET DIA AND 39A OR 39B FOR AUTOMATIC LOCKING CASTORS OR Manual Locking CASTORS.
TT/LCM LOCKING CASTOR - (MANUAL)
TT/LCA LOCKING CASTOR - (AUTOMATIC)
LS/16 LARGER 16” (406mm) SEAT (SEE PANEL) ADD LS/16 TO THE CODE OF YOUR CHOSEN STOOL.

LOCKING CASTOR MANUAL
MANUAL LOCKABLE ANTI STATIC TWIN WHEEL CASTORS ARE FITTED AS STANDARD ON WHEELED MODELS (4 CASTOR MODELS FITTED WITH 2 MANUAL LOCKABLE CASTORS AND 5 CASTOR MODELS WITH 3 MANUAL LOCKABLE CASTORS). TT/LCM

LOCKING CASTOR AUTOMATIC
WHEELED MODELS ALSO COME WITH THE OPTION OF AUTOMATIC LOCKING CASTORS AT EXTRA COST. SITTING ON THE STOOL ACTIVATES THE LOCKING MECHANISM AND RISING DEACTIVATES IT AGAIN. TT/LCA

LARGER SEAT OPTION
A LARGER 16” (406mm) SEAT IS ALSO AVAILABLE - PLEASE SPECIFY WITH YOUR ORDER IF YOU REQUIRE THIS OPTION.
Dressing Trolleys

DRESSING TROLLEY WITH FLUSH WELDED SHELVES
FLUSH WELDED SHELVES, FOLDED DOWN 1" ON ALL SIDES TO GIVE A SMOOTH AND UNOBSTRUCTED SURFACE.

TM/100
A 18" (457mm) x 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH
B 24" (610mm) x 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH
C 30" (762mm) x 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH
D 36" (914mm) x 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH

DRESSING TROLLEY WITH DRAWERS
GENERAL SPECIFICATION AS TM/100 WITH OPEN TYPE DRAWERS.

TM/105
A 18" (457mm) X 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH
B 24" (610mm) X 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH
C 30" (762mm) X 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH
D 36" (914MM) X 18" (457mm) 34" (864mm) HIGH

OPTIONAL GUARD RAIL AVAILABLE

MAYO TABLE WITH TRAY
TM/000
20" (508mm) x 15" (381mm) ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
37" (940mm) MIN - 55" (1397mm) MAX

SOILED LINEN TROLLEY
TM/112 SINGLE
TM/115 TWIN MODEL (NOT ILLUSTRATED)
TM/116 (WITH PLATFORM) (LINEN BAGS NOT SUPPLIED)
Instrument Trolley

**INSTRUMENT/DRESSING TROLLEY WITH REVERSIBLE SHELVES**
TWO SHELVES EACH WITH THREE SIDES TURNED DOWN FOR USE AS AN INSTRUMENT TROLLEY, BOTH ARE REVERSIBLE TO CONVERT TO A DRESSING TROLLEY.

**TM/101**
A 18" (457mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
B 24" (610mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
C 30" (762mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
D 36" (914mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH

**INSTRUMENT TROLLEY WITH REMOVABLE SHELVES**
TWO REMOVABLE FLAT SHELVES WITH CANT CORNERS, RESTING ON RUBBER BUFFERS. CAN ALSO BE SUPPLIED WITH OPTIONAL GUARD RAIL ROUND THREE SIDES OF UPPER SHELF.

**TM/102**
A 18" (457mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
B 24" (610mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
C 30" (762mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
D 36" (914mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH

**INSTRUMENT TROLLEY FIXED TRAY/SHELVES**
SHELVES ARE FOLDED UP 1" ON THREE SIDES TO FORM A GUARD RAIL WITH THE FRONT EDGE FOLDED DOWN 1" AND FLUSH WELDED TO THE LEGS.

**TM/103**
A 18" (457mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
B 24" (610mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
C 30" (762mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH  
D 36" (914mm) x 18" (457mm)  
34" (864mm) HIGH

**ORTHOPAEDIC INSTRUMENT TROLLEY**
SIX, FIXED AND FLUSH WELDED SHELVES FOR UNOBSERVED ACCESS

**TM/107**
36" (915mm) x 24" (610mm)  
x 64" (1625mm) HIGH
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Trolleys & Accessories

PLASTER TROLLEY
TM/104

PERINEAL TRAY
TM/122

ACCESSORY TROLLEY
TM/106
TOP SHELF 30" (762mm) LONG x 8" (203mm) WIDE
BOTTOM SHELF 30" (762mm) LONG x 18"(457mm) WIDE
OVERALL HEIGHT OF TROLLEY 34" (864mm)
3 ACCESSORY BARS AS STANDARD (SEE ILLUSTRATION FOR BESPOKE DETAILS)
PRODUCT DOES NOT INCLUDE ACCESSORIES.

THESE TROLLEYS CAN BE MANUFACTURED TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATION - SPECIAL HEIGHT, WIDTH AND LENGTH AND CAN INCLUDE MORE ACCESSORY BARS IF REQUIRED (AT EXTRA COST - CONTACT US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR A QUOTE.)
Bowl Stands & Accessories

PERSONALISE YOUR EQUIPMENT
WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR TROLLEYS AND STANDS FITTED WITH AN IDENTIFICATION RING®.
CHOICE OF FOUR COLOURS (RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW OR COLOUR MADE TO ORDER),
AND STAMPED WITH YOUR DEPARTMENT’S NAME I.E.“ITU”.
PLEASE STATE COLOUR AND DEPARTMENT CODE WHEN ORDERING. TM/ID

TROLLEY BUMPERS
ALL TROLLEYS CAN BE FITTED WITH BUMPERS AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA. TM/BP

LOCKING CASTORS
ALL TROLLEYS CAN BE FITTED WITH LOCKING CASTORS AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA.
TM/LC (EACH)

OVER BED BOWL STAND
TM/123 SINGLE
TM/124 DOUBLE

BOWL STAND AND ACCESSORIES
TM/108 SINGLE - STAND ONLY
(SEE TM/114 FOR BOWL DETAILS)
TM/109 TWOTIER - STAND ONLY
(SEE TM/114 FOR BOWL DETAILS)
TM/110 DOUBLE - STAND ONLY
(SEE TM/114 FOR BOWL DETAILS)
TM/113 SOILED DRESSING CONTAINER
(COMPLETE WITH BOWL)
TM/114 STAINLESS STEEL BOWL
14” (356mm) DIA
TM/121 BUCKET STAND - STAND ONLY
(SEE TM/114B FOR BUCKET DETAILS)
TM/114B STAINLESS STEEL BUCKET 10 LITRE
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Transfusion Stands

Transfusion Stands are manufactured from all stainless steel including height adjusting fixing screw. Height adjustable (1350mm to 2140mm). Available as heavy (9 kilo approx.) or lightweight (4 kilo approx.), 4 or 5 leg base with anti static twin wheel castors.

Transfusion Stand with 2 Hooks
Heavy or lightweight
TM/117H/2H (5 leg) heavy
TM/117L/2H (5 leg) light
TM/118H/2H (4 leg) heavy
TM/118L/2H (4 leg) light

Transfusion Stand with 2 Pigtail Hooks
Heavy or lightweight
TM/117H/2P (5 leg) heavy
TM/117L/2P (5 leg) light
TM/118H/2P (4 leg) heavy
TM/118L/2P (4 leg) light
Trolley Mattresses & Side Rail Covers

Trolley mattresses are manufactured from Polyurethane interiors with an Anti Static Neoprene covering or a wipe clean vapour permeable multi stretch Polyurethane fabric.

- Manufactured to customer specification where necessary
- Mattresses made to fit all types/makes of Trolley
- All materials are Latex free
- All mattresses are X-Ray translucent
- Manufactured to all current required British and European standards
- BSI registered firm to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485 and EMS 14001:2000
- CE marked
TROLLEY MATTRESSES
TT/160 2" (51mm) OR 3" (76mm) THICK (INCLUDING ALL ACCESSORIES)
TT/160S SHAPED END TROLLEY MATTRESS 2" (51mm) OR 3" (76mm) THICK (INCLUDING ALL ACCESSORIES)

QA3 TROLLEY MATTRESS
TT/160S PLEASE STATE MODEL

STRYKER TROLLEY MATTRESS
TT/160S PLEASE STATE MODEL

PRESSURE CARE TROLLEY MATTRESS
PR/003 3" (76mm) OR 4" (102mm) THICK
ALL TROLLEY MATTRESSES CAN BE MANUFACTURED TO ANY SIZE OR THICKNESS, PLEASE STATE DESIRED DIMENSIONS WHEN ORDERING. FIXINGS (VELCRO, PRESS STUDS OR CLIPS/HOOKS) AND HINGES ARE INCLUDED IN THE PRICE. PLEASE STATE REQUIREMENTS WHEN ORDERING ANY TROLLEY MATTRESSES.

TROLLEY/COT SIDE RAIL COVERS
TT/213 SIDE RAIL COVERS (T-COSY TYPE)
TS/213 SIDE RAIL COVERS ONE SIDED + VELCRO (PAIR) ANY SIZE
ALL SIDE RAIL COVERS - ANY SIZE, ANY MATERIAL (PAIR) - BLACK ANTI STATIC, BLUE NON ANTI STATIC OR NURSERY PATTERN (PATTERN MAY VARY).
*WHEN ORDERING TROLLEY/COT SIDE RAIL COVERS PLEASE STATE RAIL LENGTH AND DEPTH.
Arm Retainers & Anaesthetic Tube Holders

Arm/Leg Retainers and Anaesthetic Tube Holders are manufactured from Polycarbonate giving various benefits:

- Shatterproof
- No sharp edges
- Will not splinter
- Flame resistant
- Manufactured to all current required British & European standards
ARM RETAINERS
AA/005 ARM RETAINER ‘L’ TYPE 5” (127mm) HIGH
AA/008 ARM RETAINER ‘L’ TYPE 8” (203mm) HIGH
AA/011 ARM/LEG RETAINER ‘L’ TYPE 9” (229mm) HIGH

ARM RETAINERS
AA/008S ARM RETAINER ‘STEP’ TYPE

ARM RETAINERS
AA/008J ARM RETAINER ‘J’ TYPE

ANAESTHETIC TUBE HOLDER
AA/010 ‘FLAT’ TYPE

ANAESTHETIC TUBE HOLDER
TT/192 ‘L’ TYPE

ANTI STATIC PAD
TT/141 5” (127mm) T-COSY FOR AA/005
TL/141 8” (203mm) T-COSY FOR AA/008, AA/008S & AA/008J
TL/209 9” (229mm) T-COSY FOR AA/011

GEL PAD
MG/115 5” (127mm) GEL
WITH POCKET FOR AA/005
MG/116 8” (203mm) GEL
WITH POCKET FOR AA/008, AA/008S & AA/008J
MG/141 9” (229mm) GEL
WITH POCKET FOR AA/011
Pressure Relieving Gels

Mentor Gels are manufactured from an exclusively compounded Elastomer Gel giving high three dimensional memory and support.

- Manufactured to customer specification where necessary
- Effective pressure redistribution
- Mattress covers made to fit all table models
- Wide range of supports and protection pads
- Made to fit all table accessories (metal & plastic)
- All materials used are Latex free
- Manufactured to all current required British and European standards
- BSI registered firm to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485 and EMS 14001:2000
- CE marked
Operating Table Mattress Covers & Head Supports

GEL CARDIFF HEAD SUPPORT
MG/107 9" (229mm) X 9" (229mm) X 1” (25mm)
[4” (102mm) WELL ]

GEL OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS COVER
MG/150 COMPLETE ALL MODELS
PLEASE STATE IF YOU REQUIRE A 1 PIECE OR 3 PIECE (3 PIECE CONSISTS OF A SEPARATE HEAD, TRUNK AND FOOT SECTION)
MG/151 HEAD SECTION ALL MODELS

MG/152 PERINEAL
CUT-OUT OPTIONAL TRUNK SECTION ALL MODELS
MG/153 FOOT SECTION ALL MODELS
PLEASE STATE TABLE MODEL, SERIAL NUMBER AND IF PERINEAL CUT OUT IS REQUIRED. BLUE COVER AVAILABLE AT EXTRA COST.

GEL NECK SUPPORT
MG/127 6” (152mm) X 3” (76mm) X 2” (51mm)

GEL HORSE SHOE
MG/104 (ADULT)
8” (203mm) OD X 4” (102mm) ID X 2” (51mm)
MG/105 (CHILD)
6” (152mm) OD X 3” (76mm) ID X 1.5” (38mm)
MG/106 (PAEDIATRIC)
4” (102mm) OD X 2” (51mm) ID X 1” (25mm)

GEL HEAD RING
MG/100 (ADULT)
8” (203mm) OD X 4” (102mm) ID X 2” (51mm)
MG/102 (CHILD)
6” (152mm) OD X 3” (76mm) ID X 1.5”(38mm)
MG/103 (PAEDIATRIC)
4” (102mm) OD X 2” (51mm) ID X 1” (25mm)

GEL FACE PRONE
MG/156 9” (228mm) X 8” (203mm) X 5” X (127mm)

NEW
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Body, Leg & Arm Supports

**GEL ORTHO-TEC PAD**  
MG/125 (SHAPED)  
24" (610mm) X 16" (406mm) X 0.5" (13mm)  
APP.

**GEL LAMINECTOMY COVER**  
MG/126 (MONTREAL)  
38" (965mm) X 19" (483mm) X 0.5" (13mm)

**GEL BUTTOCK/PELVIC SUPPORT COVER**  
MG/124 (TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANTI STATIC PAD)  
11" (279mm) X 13" (330mm) X 0.25" (6.3mm)

**GEL ARM SUPPORT PAD**  
MG/117 CARTER BRAINE  
(ALTERNATIVE TO ANTI STATIC PAD)  
9" (229mm) X 7" (178mm) X 0.5" (13mm)

**GEL ARM TABLE PAD COVER**  
MG/112 (TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANTI STATIC PAD) (NARROW)  
24" (610mm) X 8" (203mm) X 0.375" (9.5mm)

MG/113 (TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANTI STATIC PAD) (SQUARE)  
17" (432mm) X 17" (432mm) X 0.375" (9.5mm)

MG/114 (TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANTI STATIC PAD) (LARGE X-RAY)  
27" (686mm) X 19" (483mm) X 0.375" (9.5mm)

**GEL ARM RETAINER PAD**  
MG/115 (EACH) ALTERNATIVE TO ANTI STATIC PAD 5" (127mm)  
X 4" (102mm) X 0.5" (13mm)

MG/116 (EACH) ALTERNATIVE TO ANTI STATIC PAD 8" (203mm)  
X 4" (102mm) X 0.5" (13mm)

MG/141 (EACH) ALTERNATIVE TO ANTI STATIC PAD 9" (229mm)  
X 4" (102mm) X 0.5" (13mm)

**GEL BRACHIAL NERVE PAD**  
MG/118  
17" (432mm) X 6" (152mm) X 0.5" (13mm)
Leg/Foot Rests & Accessories

GEL HEEL REST TURRET
MG/130 (PAIR)
6" (152mm) X 3" (76mm) X 2" (51mm)

THE TEASDALE ANTI-FATIGUE MAT
MG/155
HELPS ELIMINATE ACHES AND PAINS IN FEET, LEGS AND BACK

GEL LITHOTOMY STRAPS AND SLEEVE PADS
MG/1280 STRAPS (PAIR) (ALTERNATIVE TO ANTI STATIC PADS) ‘D’CLIP
MG/131 PADS (PAIR) (TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANTI STATIC SLEEVES)
12” (305mm) X 0.25” (6.3mm)

GEL ‘D’ PILLOW
MG/108 10” (254mm) X 3” (76mm) X 1.5” (38mm)
MG/109 12” (305mm) X 4” (102mm) X 2” (51mm)
MG/110 10” (254mm) X 6” (152mm) X 3” (76mm)
MG/111 15” (381mm) X 6” (152mm) X 3” (76mm)
MG/101 15” (381mm) X 4” (102mm) X 2” (51mm)

GEL POSITIONING DOME
MG/139 (FLAT BASE)
10” (254mm) X 4” (102mm) X 3” (76mm)
MG/140 (FLAT BASE)
15” (381mm) X 4” (102mm) X 3” (76mm)

GEL CIRCULAR PROTECTION PAD
MG/136 8” (203mm) DIA X 0.375” (9.5mm)
MG/137 6” (152mm) DIA X 0.375” (9.5mm)
MG/138 4” (102mm) DIA X 0.375” (9.5mm)

GEL POSITION/PROTECTION PAD
MG/119 10” (254mm) X 5” (127mm) X 0.5” (13mm)
MG/120 8” (203mm) X 8” (203mm) X 0.5” (13mm)
MG/121 8” (203mm) X 4” (102mm) X 0.5” (13mm)
MG/132 5” (127mm) X 5” (127mm) X 0.375” (9.5mm)
MG/133 7” (178mm) X 7” (178mm) X 0.375” (9.5mm)
MG/134 9” (229mm) X 9” (229mm) X 0.375” (9.5mm)
MG/135 12” (305mm) X 12” (305mm) X 0.375” (9.5mm)
**Tourniquets & Connectors**

Teasdale Anti Static Pneumatic Tourniquet Cuffs are manufactured:
- **Outer**: Anti Static Neoprene coated onto a high tenacity nylon weave.
- **Interior**: Radio frequency welded Polyurethane.

All Cuffs are supplied with CPC connectors and a crush resistant inlet tube.
- Manufactured to customer specification where necessary
- Manufactured to all current required British and European standards
- All materials are Latex free
- High performance
- BSI registered firm to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485 and EMS 14001:2000
- CE marked

CPC connectors are made from a durable thermoplastic with good resistance to chemical attack.
- Ideal for Pneumatic applications.
- CO/100 has an automatic latching system that provides quick and easy “one hand” connection and disconnection.
- A distinct click assures the connectors are locked.
- The cuff side connector can be supplied with a non return valve (keeping the cuff inflated while disconnected from the pump).

**ANTI STATIC TOUJNIQUET CUFS**

- **SS/012**: SINGLE CHAMBER 12” (305mm) X 2” (51mm)
- **SS/018**: SINGLE CHAMBER 18” (457mm) X 4” (102mm)
- **SN/018**: SINGLE NARROW CHAMBER 18” (457mm) X 2.5” (64mm)
- **SS/024**: SINGLE CHAMBER 24” (610mm) X 5” (127mm)
- **SN/024**: SINGLE NARROW CHAMBER 24” (610mm) X 3” (76mm)
- **SS/034**: SINGLE CHAMBER 34” (864mm) X 5” (127mm)
- **SN/034**: SINGLE NARROW CHAMBER 34” (864mm) X 3” (76mm)
- **SS/044**: SINGLE CHAMBER 44” (1118mm) X 5” (127mm)
- **SN/044**: SINGLE NARROW CHAMBER 44” (1118mm) X 3” (76mm)

**TOUJNIQUET CUFS - SINGLE USE**

- **SS/012**: 12” (305mm) X 2” (51mm)
- **SU/018**: 18” (457mm) X 4” (102mm)
- **SU/024**: 24” (610mm) X 5” (127mm)
- **SU/034**: 34” (864mm) X 5.5” (140mm)
- **SU/044**: 44” (1118mm) X 5.5” (140mm)

**ACCESSORIES**

- **CO/100**: CUFF CONNECTOR (CPC) PUMP SIDE
- **CO/101**: CUFF CONNECTOR (CPC) CUFF SIDE
- **CO/101 NR**: CUFF CONNECTOR (CPC) CUFF SIDE NON RETURN
- **CO/102**: “O”RING FOR CONNECTOR CO/101
Slide Sheets

• Designed for sliding transfers and repositioning.
• Made of very low friction material
• Enable an independent or assisted sliding movement in one or more direction

FLAT SLIDE SHEETS (NO HANDLES) TS/201
- MINI 400mm x 600mm
- COMPACT 700mm x 720mm
- STANDARD 700mm x 1250mm
- LONG 700mm x 1450mm
- WIDE 1000mm x 2000mm

FLAT SLIDE SHEETS (WITH HANDLES) TS/202
- STANDARD 700mm x 2000mm
- LONG 900mm x 1500mm
- WIDE 900mm x 2000mm

TUBULAR SHEETS TS/203
- COMPACT 700mm x 720mm
- STANDARD 1000mm x 1200mm
- LONG 700mm x 2000mm
- WIDE 1000mm x 2000mm
Maternity Theatres

All Delivery Bed Mattresses are manufactured from Polyurethane interiors covered with an Anti Static Neoprene rubber or a wipe clean, vapour permeable multi stretch Polyurethane fabric. 

- Manufactured to customer specification where necessary
- Made to fit all table models
- All materials used are Latex free
- Manufactured to all current required British and European standards
- BSI registered firm to ISO 9001:2015, ISO 13485 and EMS 14001:2000
- CE marked

DELIVERY BED MATTRESS
DBM/MAKE/MODEL/SERIAL


GYNAE OPERATING TABLE MATTRESS
T7/101 COMPLETE
PLEASE STATE MAKE AND MODEL OF TABLE WHEN ORDERING

INCUBATOR COT MATTRESS
T2/100
NEW

ALLEN LEG SUPPORTS STANDARD
TT/108
ALLEN LEG SUPPORTS BARIATRIC
TT/108/B

LITHOTOMY STIRRUPS
TT/409  LITHOTOMY STIRRUPS COMPLETE
TT/108  LITHOTOMY STIRRUP PADS

BEAN BAG
GC/301 (STANDARD SIZE 40” [1016mm] DIA)
WELDED SEAMS
GC/302 (SMALL 3/4 SIZE 34” [864mm] DIA)
WELDED SEAMS

MATERNITY ‘V’ PILLOW
TT/105  IDEAL AID FOR BREAST FEEDING AND
SUPPORT FOR MOTHER IN DELIVERY SUITE
AND DELIVERY WARD

LITHOTOMY POLES CRANKED
TT/405 (PAIR) COMPLETE

LITHOTOMY POLES CURVED
TT/410 (PAIR) COMPLETE

WEDGE
TT/114 (CRAWFORD) 12” (305mm) x 22” (559mm) x 5” (127mm)
HIGH ANTI STATIC
TEASDALE NATIONAL HELPLINE 0161 480 5779

Teasdale Healthcare Equipment Ltd, Unit J Goyt Mill, Upper Hibbert Lane, Marple, Stockport, SK6 7HX.
W: www.teasdalehealthcare.com • E: sales@teasdaleltd.co.uk